Whole genome linkage analysis of type 1 diabetes using affected sib pair families and semi-automated genotyping and data capture procedures has shown how type 1 diabetes is inherited. A major proportion of clustering of the disease in families can be accounted for by sharing of alleles at susceptibility loci in the major histocompatibility complex on chromosome 6 (IDDMI) and at a minimum of 11 other loci on nine chromosomes. Primary etiological components of IDDMI, the HLA-DQBI and -DRB1 class II immune response genes, and of IDDM2, the minisatellite repeat sequence in the 5' regulatory region of the insulin gene on chromosome llpl5, have been identified. Identification of the other loci will involve linkage disequilibrium mapping and sequencing of candidate genes in regions of linkage.
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The most serious form of diabetes, insulindependent or type 1 diabetes, is an incurable autoimmune disease affecting 1 in 300-400 children. Insulin replacement prolongs life but does not prevent the complications of blindness, kidney disease, and neuropathy. The process of Tlymphocyte-dependent destruction of the insulin-producing , cells in the pancreas is overwhelmingly complex (1, 2) . In the long term, however, we must understand disease mechanisms so that autoimmunity can be prevented, while maintaining a functioning immune system. Progress in these goals will have enormous benefits for autoimmune disease in general, which affects about 4% of the population, and will also facilitate transplantation research, which faces a similar problem of generalized versus selective/specific immunosuppression. This goal can be achieved by identifying the mutations that predispose to autoimmunity. The genetics of type 1 diabetes is accessible experimentally because of the existence of two excellent animal models, the nonobese diabetic (NOD) mouse and the Biobreeding (BB) rat, and because the disease is strongly inherited in human families with a clear-cut diagnosis and an early age of onset (3) .
The inheritance of type 1 diabetes (and non-insulin-dependent diabetes, a more common, but less severe, defect in glucose homeostasis) has remained a mystery (4) until recent technological advances and large collections of families with multiple cases allowed linkage analysis of the entire genome. Previously, the candidate gene approach led to the identification of two susceptibility gene regions: the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) on chromosome 6p2l (IDDM1) (5-7) and the insulin gene region (IDDM2) on chromosome lip15 (8) , but how many other loci and their relative importance could not be determined until a whole genome survey had been completed. Recent success (9, 10) reveals that the MHC region, IDDM1, is the major locus with upwards of 11 other chromosome regions involved. The interaction (epistasis) (11) or lack of interaction (heterogeneity) (12) of these genes and identification of the etiological mutations will now follow by positional cloning and candidate gene approaches in linked chromosome regions. There is, however, a major hurdle in the positional cloning of diabetes genes: diabetes mutations encode susceptibility; they do not, even in the presence of a full complement of susceptibility alleles at multiple loci, as in type 1 diabetic genetically identical twins (13, 14) , always result in the overt disease. The concordance of mutation-phenotype is incomplete, in contrast to "simple" Mendelian diseases such as cystic fibrosis and muscular dystrophy. Therefore, the identification of causal or etiological mutations in multifactorial diseases is difficult, but not impossible (15, 16) .
Common Disease Genes
Very serious diseases such as phenylketonuria and hemophilia tend to be highly clustered in families (that is, the sibling risk of developing the disease greatly exceeds the population frequency, the ratio As) because they are caused by rare, highly penetrant mutations (Fig. 1) . Such mutations follow a simple mode of inheritance because the presence of the mutation always corresponds with the occurrence of the disease. Any child who inherits one (dominant) or two (recessive) copies of the mutation will develop the condition (Fig. 1) . The low population frequency of the disease mutation is due to negative selection of the mutation in the population (unless there is positive selection). On the other hand, common, multifactorial diseases (the so-called "polygenic" dis-8560 eases; polygenic gene action implies the involvement of many genes with small and additive effects, although the term polygenic has become popularized in the general description of common diseases with an inherited component) such as diabetes or schizophrenia affect millions of individuals but the degree of familial clustering is much less, with As values of 3-20. Type 1 diabetes has As = 15 (lifetime sib risk = 6%/population frequency = 0.4%) (17) , whereas type 2 diabetes, being 10 times more common, only has As = 3.5 (18) . In general, the smaller the As, the more difficult it will be to clone the genes involved (unless a candidate gene is positive). It will also be more difficult to prove beyond reasonable doubt which of the many polymorphisms in a disease-associated region is the etiological one. Common disease genes, therefore, encode susceptibility; they may not be necessary for the development of disease, and, by definition, they are not sufficient to cause the disease.
It is possible that the clustering of type 1 diabetes in families is due to shared environmental factors. Dietary habits could be an example, particularly since nutrition during pregnancy or early in life may influence susceptibility to type 1 diabetes (19, 20 (34) . Unfortunately, the "waiting time" (35) for P < 2 x 10-5 in a multifactorial disease may be long. In contrast, Thomson (36) has suggested that 1 x 10-3 might be sufficient to claim linkage, putting the emphasis on sensitive detection, with a higher false-positive rate. But we know from the previous genetic analyses of psychiatric disorders including Alzheimer disease that P < 0.001 in one data set is not sufficient to claim linkage (32) . I think the Thomson criterion is not stringent enough. The strategy we have adopted is a compromise. If P < 0.001 is obtained in one data set (again emphasizing that this data set must in the order of at least 100 sib pair families or equivalent) and, by specifically testing a second data set, further evidence of linkage is obtained at P < 0.05, then we consider the linkage is worth reporting and, more importantly in an experimental sense, merits further genotyping.
Once the evidence for linkage of a region to type 1 diabetes reaches this level of support, we then embark on saturation mapping using all available microsatellites in the region and searching for allelic association (or linkage disequilibrium) between microsatellite alleles and alleles at the disease locus (9, 37) . Outside IDDM1 and IDDM2, we have now found replicated evidence of allelic association between microsatellites and disease in four different chromosome regions (unpublished), including chromosome 2q31 (IDDM7) (37) . Since linkage disequilibrium rarely extends beyond 2 centimorgans (cM) (38) , a positive, replicated result at this stage helps confirm the primary linkage data but, more interestingly, places the disease locus within a 2-cM or 2-Mb interval.
In our genome screen (map of 289 markers with 11-cM average spacing on 96 sib pair families) we found some positive evidence of linkage at 18 loci, outside IDDMJ and IDDM2. These 18 "sniffs" had maximum logarithm of odds score (lod score; MLS) 2 1.0, which corresponds to P = 0.02. This "sniff threshold" was chosen because we wanted to detect loci that gave evidence atP < 0.05 or MLS = 0.7, but we had subdivided the genome screen data by IDDM1 sharing two alleles versus one or zero alleles identical-bydescent (IBD), so log t or 0.3 was added, where t = number of tests (39) , which in this case was 2. This gives an experimental threshold value of MLS = 1. Obviously, even with 96 sib pair families and a fairly good map, many, if not all, could be false positives. But the sniffs provide starting points for further typing.
Furthermore, we (9) and Hashimoto et al. (10) reported the results for marker loci that showed less sharing of alleles IBD than expected, which is biologically implausible. These "negative sharing" data are very important because they give an empirical readout on the random fluctuations that are observed during the testing of almost 300 marker loci on 96 families (9) . By comparison of these random fluctuations with increased sharing data it was clear that affected United Kingdom siblings tend to share chromosome regions more often than observed by chance: there were 7 increased sharing marker loci with P < 0.005 and only 1 locus, D4S430, at less than this P value that showed negative sharing. Surprisingly, D4S430 gave the largest distortion we observed in the entire screen with quasi-MLS = 4.1 (P = 1 x 10-5)! As expected for a false positive, we failed to replicate the data in additional data sets, in contrast to 2 of the positive sharing loci with initial P < 0.005 on chromosomes 11q13 and 6q25-q27 (9) . This result highlights the essential requirement for independent replication before declaring linkage, even with P = 1 x 10-5. Hamer et al. (40) reported evidence of linkage (P = 1 X 10-5) between human chromosome Xq28 and male sexual orientation, but they only studied 40 pairs. The study would have been much more convincing if they had obtained evidence of replication in additional sib pairs.
The replication-based strategy has led to positive evidence for allelic association in our laboratory (37) , and in other laboratories (41) (51) . Formal proof of this awaits identification of non-MHC mutations-so far none of the mouse polygenes has been identified, and none of the human ones, except IDDM2, which is the minisatellite (or variable number of tandem repeat, VNTR) locus embedded in the 5' regulatory region of the insulin gene on chromosome lipiS (16) .
In humans, analysis of the interactions between genes, or lack of interaction, has just begun (48, 52) . Such genetic analysis is problematical because of the very large family data sets required to distinguish between one genetic model and another (in which the predicted sharing probabilities do not differ markedly). However, once marker alleles in strong linkage disequilibrium with the disease locus alleles, or the mutations themselves, are discovered, it will be possible to decipher disease gene interrelationships much more cost effectively in population-based analyses. Nevertheless, it appears that IDDMI and IDDM2 function epistatically (48, 52) , whereas IDDM1 and IDDM4 may act independently (48) . These results will probably depend on which population is studied as there are well-established interpopulation differences in the inheritance of loci. For example, the relative risk of IDDM2 is dependent on the presence of the HLA-DR4 phenotype in France (53) but not in all other populations studied so far, including the United States (54, 55), Belgium (56), Finland (57) , and the United Kingdom (16, 58) . (42) have shown that the 228 allele is also associated with type 1 diabetes in 47 independent multiplex families from the southeastern United States (47 transmissions versus 26 nontransmissions; P = 0.014). Nevertheless, in the largest data set from the United Kingdom there is no evidence for allelic association between D2S152 and disease (37) . This sort of result is, however, typical of microsatellites (or diallelic polymorphisms) in linkage disequilibrium with type 1 diabetes. For example, the tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) gene tetranucleotide repeat microsatellite is only 9 kb telomeric of the IDDM2-VNTR locus, and yet, despite its proximity to the etiological mutation, alleles of the TH locus are associated (that is, more frequently transmitted to affected siblings in families) in some family data sets but not others (16) (68) is desirable for linkage disequilibrium mapping in order to, first, detect association, and then, to fine map the most associated region and ultimately the etiological mutation.
A second feature of linkage disequilibrium mapping is that, at least in the first instance, it is much safer to carry out association studies within families, thereby avoiding population stratification problems (69) . One example of a number of similar family-based association tests (70) is the transmission/disequilibrium test (71) , which we used to detect allelic association between D2S152 and type 1 diabetes (37) and also to analyze the association of the glucagon receptor and type 1 diabetes (72) . However, several authors have given the impression that this test can only be applied "in the presence of a known association." This is not true; we (37) and others (41) have used the test to analyze the association of marker alleles with disease in regions of linkage. The test was first used by Thomson and colleagues (73) , and then by Spielman and colleagues (71) , to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the association of the insulin gene region with type 1 diabetes was a true case of linkage disequilibrium and not population stratification.
Once linkage disequilibrium is detected in a region of linkage, microsatellite disequilibrium curves will be drawn across regions of 2-Mb scale by isolating new microsatellites from yeast artificial chromosome, P1, and cosmid clones to fine map the new IDDM loci. Furthermore detailed mapping will require characterization of diallelic polymorphisms (or point mutations), which occur in DNA at about a 200-fold increased frequency of microsatellites. This should allow, as found for IDDM2, delineation of the most associated "minimal region" (74) in which candidate genes can be characterized, and haplotypes (16) and genotypes (16, 57, 75) , both predisposing and protective, can be defined to permit exclusion of hitchhiking polymorphisms and identification of the etiological mutations [referred to as "cross-match analysis" (16)].
Whereas NOD mice provided essential "proof of practice" that polygenes could be mapped by linkage (28, 60) , linkage disequilibrium mapping is not an option in mice. Because Idd alleles have low and variable penetrance with a dominant mode of inheritance, the Idd loci cannot be mapped using standard outcrosses. Instead, congenic strains in which specific chromosome regions have been introgressed using a microsatellite markerdirected backcross breeding approach must be constructed (2, 76) . The disease frequency of the congenic stock indicates whether or not the Idd locus or candidate gene is in the introgressed chromosome segment. This strategy has proved highly successful in fine mapping of Idd3 and IddlO in the NOD mouse (2, 76) . Ultimately, the minimal intervals will be small enough to embark on positional cloning and candidate gene sequencing. In addition to biological analysis of candidate gene products, it will be necessary to apply embryonic stem cell technology to introduce specific mutations into candidate genes to prove, unequivocally, that a mutation can change the course of disease. Fortunately, NOD mice provide an extremely sensitive model for type 1 diabetes with many characteristics in common with the human disease-sensitive in the sense that almost any manipulation, whether it be by transgenesis or by injecting antibodies or cytokines, perturbs the course of the disease. The NOD congenic mouse genetargeting approach will also be used to identify human mutations.
The Future
As type 1 diabetes gene mutations are identified, they, and polymorphisms in linkage disequilibrium with them, can be used to assess genetic risk (77) . One of the most striking features of the association of IDMMJ with type 1 diabetes is the very significant protection conferred by the DQB1*0602 allele-an allele that occurs in >20% of the general population but in < 1% of type 1 diabetic patients. Similarly, a genotype at IDDM2 has been defined that is associated with a 70% reduction in type 1 diabetes risk-a very significant effect for a gene that might only account for about 10% of familial clustering (16) . Typing for combinations of the non-MHC protective alleles may help identify children who are at low risk of the disease. Autoantibodies can be extremely predictive of type 1 diabetes (78), particularly combinations of antibodies (78), even in the general population (79) . They are thought to occur in most cases before age 5 years (80) . Which genes encode susceptibility to early immune damage? There is evidence of heterogeneity in IDDMI susceptibility according to age of onset (81 (89, 90) .
It has been reported that HLA-DRB1*04 is transmitted to diabetic offspring more often from fathers than from mothers. By analysis of a very large United Kingdom family data set and comparison of previously published ones, it is evident that the magnitude of this effect, if operative at all, is small (91) . A more reproducible and substantial phenomenon Proc. Nati. Acad. Sci. USA 92 (1995) comes from the observation that the number of type 1 diabetic offspring from type 1 diabetic mothers is significantly less than that from type 1 diabetic fathers (92) . This has been attributed to maternal imprinting of IDDM2 (53, 93, 94) . This, however, cannot be the explanation because there is no evidence for maternal imprinting in United Kingdom families (16, 58) , and yet in 384 United Kingdom type 1 diabetic multiplex families there are 31 fathers with type 1 diabetes and only 9 affected mothers. Taking all analyses into account, there does appear to be convincing evidence for a maternal imprinting effect at IDDM2/INS-VNTR in families from France (53), the United States (16, 94) , and Canada (93) , in that transmission of VNTR susceptibility alleles is seen more often from fathers than from mothers. In the United Kingdom the converse is true: transmission of susceptibility alleles of the VNTR to diabetic offspring is more pronounced from mothers than from fathers (58) , and this result has been replicated (16) . A comparison of the combined results from France and the United States with those from the United Kingdom reveals a significant difference between paternal transmission of VNTR susceptibility alleles (P = 0.004) but not between maternal transmission (P > 0.05). Interpopulation differences in this parent-oforigin effect at IDDM2 therefore appear to exist but remain to be explained.
Although it is clear that IDDM2 is the VNTR 5' to the insulin gene (16) , current results implicating insulin gene expression with allelic variation are difficult to reconcile (refs. 96 and 97; D. Owerbach and K. Gabbay, personal communication). It is likely that the VNTR does influence insulin expression, but the critical question is whether or not this is relevant to the effect of the VNTR on susceptibility to type 1 diabetes. Perhaps the VNTR influences expression of other genes in the region, such as insulin-like growth factor II, which not only contains an immunological epitope with similarity to the major insulin B-chain epitope (98, 99) but also is a major factor in control of fetal growth (100) .
The genetics of type 1 diabetes is obviously complex, and as we venture into the biology of the susceptibility genes the situation will not improve. The challenges for the resolution of the genetics of lateonset type 2 diabetes are, therefore, formidable. It is generally agreed that type 2 diabetes is likely to be etiologically heterogeneous, in contrast to HLA-associated autoimmune type 1 diabetes, which is probably the result of one major pathophysiological pathway (T-cell-mediated }3-cell destruction). The parents of most type 2 diabetic sib pairs are deceased. It is possible that in many type 2 diabetic sib pair families the parents might also have been affected, implying homozygosity at susceptibility loci. Such families provide very little power to detect linkage. Furthermore, the high frequency of the disease (5-50%, depending on the population) means that a significant proportion of affected individuals will be phenocopies-that is, affected for reasons other than possession of the susceptibility alleles under analysis. Nevertheless, the genetics of type 1 diabetes may yet yield clues to the genetics of the type 2 disease. Zimmet and colleagues (101) have shown that a significant proportion (up to 20%) of type 2 diabetics possess antibodies to GAD and have higher frequencies of HLA-DR3 and -DR4. These patients tend to be insulintreated and may be late-onset type 1 
